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Today’s riddler, courtesy of Ben Edelstein, is about driving randomly at intersections:
Question 1. Eight two-way roads all converge at a single intersection. Two cars are heading toward
the single intersection from different directions chosen at random. Upon reaching the intersection,
they both turn in a random direction (where proceeding straight is a possible “turn”) - however,
neither car pulls a U-turn (i.e., heads back the way it came).
In some cases, the paths of the cars can be drawn so that they do not cross. However, in other
cases, the paths must cross. In this event, the cars will crash.
What is the probability the cars will crash? (If both cars head off in the same direction, that also
counts as a crash.)
Extra credit: As the number of two-way roads converging at the intersection approaches infinity,
what value does the probability of crashing approach?
Assume the intersection is an n + 1-way intersection (so the problem here is when n = 7). Paint one
car red and one car blue. There are (n + 1)n3 equally likely setups for the cars here: n + 1 places
for the first car to start, n for the second car, and n routes for each of the cars to turn onto. Of
these, there are (n + 1)n(n − 1)(n − 2) ways in which the four distinguished paths are all distinct,
and so (n + 1)n(3n − 2) ways in which at least two of the paths are the same.
If two of the four distinguished paths are the same, then the two cars must necessiarly crash.
Thus, we only need to think about when the four distinguished paths are different. If one chooses
first the four paths, there are 24 possibilities of having the two cars take these four paths. The
cars will crash if, when read cyclically around the center, the paths alternate red-blue-red-blue
(or vise-versa), which happens in exactly 8 of the 24 possabilities. Thus, there are an aditional
1
3 (n + 1)n(n − 1)(n − 2) possible crashes.
Putting it all together, one has that the probability of crashing is
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When n = 7 (the original problem), one gets a probability of 29
49 ≈ 59.18%. When n → ∞, the
linear and constant terms in the numerator don’t matter and one gets 31 . One way to think about
this result is that this is the probability that two randomly chosen chords on a circle intersect (and
indeed, that calculation informed my calculation above!).
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